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Background
The obvious theoretical advantage of adjustable valves
compared to those with fixed opening pressure could not
be proven in the vast majority of published series espe-
cially in children. But this seems contradictory to the
increasing sales numbers of so-called "programmable"
valves speaking for an augmentation of acceptance. The
reasons for the difficulty to prove the superiority of the lat-
ter are multiple and by our experience with a new adjust-
able valve we would like to elucidate this matter of
controversy.

Materials and methods
The investigation was conducted by comparing our expe-
rience in valves with fixed opening-pressure and the eval-
uation of the results after implantation of the adjustable
gravitation-assisted proGAV in 108 patients from 2/2004
to 4/2007. We differentiated complications related to the
valve-function from those not dependent on the device,
and focused on indications to change the opening pres-
sure. Finally we concentrated on the radiological and clin-
ical results including the possibilities for improvement by
readjustment.

Results
In 65 patients we did not see an indication to change the
initial pressure setting and the clinical results were satisfy-
ing in 54. The combination of unsatisfying clinical out-
come and unchanged ventricles necessitates to rule out
shunt-insufficiency before adding this cohort to the group

of non-responders. In 31 cases with the "complication" of
functional underdrainage we saw an indication to lower
the opening pressure with 29 responders. All 8 patients
suffering overdrainage-related "complications" could be
treated successfully by elevating the pressure-setting
avoiding re-operations. 9 patients demonstrated signs of
under – as well as overdrainage during follow-up.

Conclusion
The difficulties to prove superiority of adjustability stem
not only from different inclusion criteria, variance in def-
inition of complications or the variability in the choice of
pressure setting in conventional D-P-valves, but are also
due to the fact that too many patients were classified as
belonging to the non-responders. Only those patients
should be subsumed under the category of "non-respond-
ers", who do not improve clinically despite reduction of
ventricles, change of valve or following adequate altera-
tion of pressure setting in programmable devices. The
results of the proGAV-series support our opinion that by
adjustability many re-operations can be avoided and the
amount of non-responders can be diminished.
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